
 C A S E  S T U D Y  | The Knesset, Israel

Integrator Barkai recently overhauled AV systems in two key areas of The Knesset, the seat of Israel’s 
parliament, in a project that removed the need for the in-house AV team to engage the services of 
AV rental companies. Anna Mitchell explores both facilities.

Hidden treasures

I
n 1966, after many years of meeting in

various buildings around Jerusalem, the Israeli

parliament was given a permanent home in 

the city. The Knesset (both the name of the

parliament and the building) quickly became

an established part of Israel and its legislative process.

One of the most striking spaces in the building is a

reception hall designed and decorated by Marc Chagall

as a gift to Israel. Three priceless tapestries dominate

one wall of the area that is used for formal ceremonies, 

receptions and other events.

The space, known as the 

National Lounge of The Knesset,

contains little technology and for

many years rental companies were 

brought in to handle audio and

video requirements when required. 

The arrangement was not ideal in 

terms of ongoing costs, fl exibility

and in-house control. However, it

seemed a necessary approach in

an area where having technology

mounted on surfaces, visible or

obtrusive was not an option.

In addition to the Chagall 

tapestries there are many other

artworks exhibited in the space.

The area is as much a resource for

receptions and presentations as it is

an art gallery.an art gallery. 

However, this year a planned renovation of the 

ceiling throughout the area provided the opportunity

for the in-house AV team to consider installing

a system that could provide visuals and sound

reinforcement without bringing in outside teams.

The ceiling is itself an art installation called 

‘Chocolate’ and is made up of small blocks of dark

wood. When the blocks were removed it became

apparent that a high ceiling above the installation

gave ample space to conceal AV equipment.

Shimon Bloch, head of audio and video systems 

at The Knesset, drafted the services of Harel Tabibi,

a consultant that made his name largely from

designing theatres and performance spaces in Israel.

Because The Knesset is a government facility Bloch 

had to adhere to a strict protocol when it came to

the tender process. He is tasked with ensuring that

spending of public money is fairly awarded, that the

public see good value for the money spent and that

the process is transparent.

“We are always under a microscope,” notes Bloch. 

“The public tender has to be written very carefullyThe public tender has to be written very carefully 

so that the work is open to anyone who wants to

bid for it. For example we can’t discriminate against

small companies. However, it doesn’t just come

down to price. That’s not our primary consideration.

The system has to be good value, which means high

quality and long lasting. Most importantly it has to

be robust and offer complete redundancy due to the

type of events it has to support.

“We also have to work with a company that has

a good resumé,” he continues. “I personally visit

completed projects carried out by companies replying

to the tender. I interview their previous customers.

We need reliable partners for service and support.”

Reliability became an even bigger factor in the

system in the reception hall as maintenance on

equipment in the roof would be very diffi cult.

In addition, the space welcomes a range of events.

Rental systems could be selected based on the

specifi c occasion but a fi xed system would have to

support the full range. Tabibi was given examples of 

potential gatherings and asked to design a system

that would support all of them.that would support all of them. 
The auditorium
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 Price is not our primary consideration. 
The system has to be good value, which means 

high quality and long lasting. 
- Shimon Bloch, The Knesset

 Tech-Spec
Audio

Apart CMR20T
loudspeakers

Biamp TesiraForté

Community ENT206
column array
loudspeakers

Denon Professional DN-
500AV pre-amplifi er

Lab.gruppen E Series
amplifi ers

Listen Technologies
ListenIR

Meyer Sound MINA
line arrays; 500-HP and
USW-1P subwoofers;
MM-4XP and UP-4XP
loudspeakers, MJF-210 
stage monitors; Galileo
616 monitoring systems

Midas Pro2C digital
mixing consoles

Shure QLX-D wireless
microphone systems
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Find out more at    www.aja.com

AJA is keeping pace with the needs of 

industry professionals in A/V, broadcast,  

on set, and post. Our new products 

leverage the latest technologies, including  

high-quality conversion to 4K, moving video 

over ethernet cable, and easily integrating 

computer content into video pipelines.
HD10MD4

Improved HD-to-SD 

down conversion with Minidown-conversion with Mini-

Config USB support

ROI-HDMI
HDMI to SDI with Region of 

Interest scaling and intuitiveInterest scaling and intuitive

on-screen UI for live image selection

HB-T-SDI/HB-R-SDI
New Mini-Converters to

convert between 3G SDIconvert between 3G-SDI

and HDBaseT

openGear® Rack Cards
openGear-compatible rackframe solutions

New openGear frame and cards for SDI/Fiber 

conversions and 3G-SDI Distribution.

FS3
Powerful 4K up-conversion

The new FS3 combines AJA’s industry-proven frame synchronization

with high-quality 4K up-conversion technology to seamlessly 

integrate SD and HD signals into your 4K workflows.

t, 

ROI HDMIHB T SDI/HB R SDI
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While the plans were under way to transform the

reception hall, it was decided that work to renovate

an on-site auditorium would also be put out to

public tender.

Barkai Systems, an established Israeli integrator

put forward a bid that was considered to offer

the best answer by both Bloch and Tabibi. Work

commenced on both areas at the same time.

The most ingenious aspect of the installation in

the reception area was that two Christie projectors,

Meyer Sound Mina line arrays and lighting were

perfectly concealed in lifts within the ceiling. At the

press of a button they descend

along with two Da-Lite projection

screens.

“This was very complex and we

had to be very careful as we are

integrating the equipment into

an artwork,” notes Bloch.

Meyer Sound subwoofers add

bass to the Mina line array, while

miniature loudspeakers for audio

fi ll effects were integrated into

the space and the stage. 

A lectern offers presenters

limited control functions and a

small Crestron touchpanel was integrated here, along 

with two gooseneck microphones. An input panel 

allows speakers to connect sources to the system 

and Meyer Sound stage monitors are provided for 

the stage.

Biamp’s TesiraForté handles audio processing 

and networking. Meyer Sound Galileo loudspeaker 

management software was also deployed. In 

additional areas sound reinforcement was delivered 

with Apart ceiling speakers and Lab.gruppen 

amplifi ers. 

Pre-sets, accessed through the Crestron system, 

are offered for control by Knesset employees. For 

events that require a more sophisticated set up, a 

Midas Pro 2C mixing desk is provided for use by 

audio professionals. 

The striking part of the installation is its sensitivity 

to the space. The technology is not just unobtrusive, 

it is artfully hidden. A portable rack housing source 

and processing equipment can be moved, concealed 

and brought out for events while patch panels are 

ingeniously integrated into a compact space on the 

back wall of the area.

Over in the auditorium, the same demands on 

reliability and quality were present but the systems 

did not have to be disguised in the same way.

A similar, albeit more powerful, Meyer Sound 

system was specifi ed and installed, this time 

supported by Community column speakers at 

the foyer. The quality of the system meant that 

even major shows, such as theatre performances, 

demanding professional sound could be supported 

with the in-house set up. A surround sound system 

was also provided.

The Christie projector installed in the auditorium, 

fi ring on to a Da-Lite screen, allows the space to >

>

 [Working on two areas at once meant 
that] scheduling of staff time and access on 

site became very important. 
- Shy Kadmon, Barkai

 Tech-Spec

Crestron DigitalMedia, 
CP3 control system, TSW
1050 control system

Middle Atlantic racks

Video

BrightSign XD232 media 
players

Christie projectors

Crestron Capture-HD

Da-Lite screens

Samsung LCDs

Sony HD PTZ cameras
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be used as a cinema, further widening the events

that can be held within it. Projected visuals are

supported by two Samsung panels, mounted to the

left and right of the stage in portrait. The units are

used to display information such as event agendas or

information on people speaking.

A podium, similar to the one provided in the

Reception Area, also houses an integrated display so

the speaker can preview sources and view content

shown on the projection screen behind them. The

podium position on the stage is very fl exible thanks

to a number of fl oor plates offering power and

inputs. 

Control equipment, sources, processing and a

second Midas console is integrated into a specially

designed unit at the rear of the hall. All the

equipment has been cleverly housed in a limited

space dictated by two large pillars.

Both areas have ListenIR assistive listening systems

and Shure wireless microphone set up. Fixed Sony

PTZ cameras and Crestron Capture HD can record

proceedings for the purpose of record keeping or

for video feeds that can be used for transmission to

other areas of The Knesset or externally. 

Two separate CrestronDM systems and CP3

control systems were deployed in each area for

signal management and control. Control functions

are accessed via TSW 1050 control panels.

Working on both spaces at the same time made

some aspects easier for Barkai. Shy Kadmon, VP of 

technology at Barkai, said that security was high

and the staff that worked at The Knesset had to be

approved. Having staff that were authorised to work

at the site that could cover both areas was hugely

helpful. However, it was a challenge to ensure that

the expertise needed to cover two complex projects

and short installation windows was available. 

“Scheduling of staff time and access on site

became very important,” notes Kadmon.

With the systems installed, Bloch says that

removing the need to plan for and book rental

companies that would meet the high standard of 

The Knesset delivered him a certain peace of mind.

For security reasons, rental companies had to also be

heavily vetted, which made engaging their services a

longer and harder process.

On the other hand, ease of use and reliability

became two key factors in the selection of technology

and design of the control system. Certain functions

had to be able to be handled by Knesset employees

that were not always expert operators. 

“Taking everything in-house is a brave move,”

notes Kadmon. Bloch agrees: “We’ve taken all the

responsibility for the systems. If something goes

wrong it is down to my team, we cannot hide behind

an external company.”

But Bloch is full of praise for the system designed

by Tabibi and installed by Barkai and is satisfi ed

and reassured by its successful operation. He also

proposed the system to The Knesset on the basis of 

cost savings made from cutting out expensive rental

companies and believes he will be able to prove

return on investment in less than fi ve years.[From top] The Chagall Lounge; with closeup of loudspeakers integrated on ceiling lifts; 
View of auditorium from stage; and mixing desk and control position at rear of the room.

>
InAVate.TV case study
Shimon Bloch takes InAVate.TV through the 

project. Watch now. tinyurl.com/pr3zy7o

WINGS  ENGINE  RAW
Uncompromising playback quality.

when presenting videos on large format displays and screens?
We are pushing the limits of current video playback solutions
with our top level media server platform Wings Engine Raw

delivering up to 3 streams of uncompressed 4K playback at 60 fps.
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